
Instruments in the Redeemer’s Hands

DISC ONE

Introduction (2:00)

Lesson 1 - Do We Really Need Help? (24:14)
Lesson 2 - The Heart is the Target (27:33)
Lesson 3 - Understanding Your Heart Struggle (29:26)
Lesson 4 - Following the Wonderful Counselor (20:06)
Lesson 5 - Love 1: Building Relationships in Which God’s Work Will Thrive (25:50)
Lesson 6 - Love 2: Building Relationships in Which God’s Work Will Thrive (23:10)

DISC TWO

Lesson 7 - Know 1: Getting to Know People; Discovering Where Change is Needed (25:11)
Lesson 8 - Know 2: Getting to Know People; Discovering Where Change is Needed (25:00)
Lesson 9 - Speak 1: Speaking the Truth in Love (23:04)
Lesson 10 - Speak 2: Speaking the Truth in Love (26:47)
Lesson 11 - Do 1: Applying Change to Everyday Life (19:11)
Lesson 12 - Do 2: Applying Change to Everyday Life (36:13)

Conclusion (21:44)

Connecting the transforming power of Jesus Christ to everyday life

DVD, Leader’s Guide, and Discussion Guide session breakdown
(DVD run time is in parentheses)



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Instruments in the Redeemer’s Hands: How to Help Others Change by Paul David Tripp is a twelve-lesson guide 
to being used by Christ to help others. The study guide walks participants through a biblical model of 
personal ministry (Love, Know, Speak, Do). Participants are encouraged that even though they are in need of 
change themselves, the Spirit can and will use them as instruments of change in the lives of others. The goal 
of this curriculum is that people would learn to give and receive biblical help that doesn’t only change and help 
them, but also changes the culture of their church and surrounding community.

The study and facilitator guide have been used all over the world to help participants become God’s instruments 
of comfort, encouragement, conviction, and change in the lives of those around them. Participants and leaders 
will also benefit from the extra material and reinforcement of concepts contained in the book, Instruments in 
the Redeemer’s Hands: People in Need of Change Helping People in Need of Change, also authored by Paul 
David Tripp (P&R).

WHO IS THIS PRODUCT FOR?

The Instruments in the Redeemer’s Hands course is designed to be used in churches, small groups, ministries, 
and individual discipling to help participants examine the underlying issues that make change difficult and to 
understand how to go to Christ for the change they desire. It is suitable for laypeople and ministry and 
counseling professionals. 

HOW TO USE THIS PRODUCT

Each lesson is formatted to last 90 minutes and contains the following sections:

    Homework Discussion: Each lesson begins with a discussion of the Make It Real homework assignment from 
the previous lesson. As participants share the ways they are being changed by the material, they experience 
change as a “community project.”

    Review: The review at the beginning of each lesson reinforces the connections in the truths that have been 
presented and shows how the new lesson fits into the curriculum as a whole.

    CPR: Each lesson has three points of focus and application. C stands for the central point that the 
participants need to understand and master. P stands for the way the central point of the lesson applies to the 
participant’s personal life. R stands for the way these concepts set the agenda for the participant’s relationships 
and ministry.

    Small Groups: If you have a group larger than twelve, create small groups. These groups will remain together 
for the duration of the curriculum and will be the primary groups in which discussion and personal sharing take 
place. Ideal groups for this program are between eight and ten people. Ask someone within each group to serve 
as a facilitator, whose role is to encourage participants to share, to keep the group on task, and to watch the 
time. 

    Lesson Content: The main body of each lesson is built around key passages of Scripture. Encourage 
participants to take the time to read every passage mentioned in their study guide. Have extra Bibles available 
for those who may not have brought their own. 

    Illustrations: From time to time the leader will be asked to supply an illustration to support or apply a 
concept from the lesson, although in many cases we have also supplied an illustration. Still, the most effective 
illustrations emerge from your own life. 
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    Group Discussion: A meaningful discussion requires preparation on your part. Establish in advance your goal 
for each discussion. 

    The Big Question: Near the end of each lesson you will find “The Big Question.” This question is designed 
to help participants take the core teaching of the lesson and use it to examine themselves, their situations, and 
their Lord. 

    Expanded CPR: At the end of each lesson, the single statement CPR from the beginning of the lesson is 
expanded to three statements under each category. Begin each lesson Review with a careful examination of the 
lesson’s CPR statement, helping your students to grapple with the theological, personal, and relational 
implications of what they have been studying. For example, when reviewing lesson 8, begin by reading together 
the CPR statements for lesson 8 found before the Make It Real section. As you give attention to the CPR 
statements at the beginning and end of each lesson, you are bracketing the lesson content with very direct, 
practical, and personal application.

    Make It Real (homework): At the end of every lesson, briefly scan the section and point to one or two 
questions that illustrate the value in completing the assignment. Most of the homework is Personal Ministry 
Opportunity. Participants will be asked to pick a ministry opportunity in their lives and use what they are 
learning to become an instrument of change in the life of another. The Make It Real assignments are intended 
to give participants an opportunity to be discipled by you and by the Lord, who gives each lesson hope.
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The Instrument in the Redeemer’s Hands materials (book and curriculum) is one of three core series about 
gospel-centered change. The first part of the series is the How People Change book, small group resource, and 
seminar (DVD)  by Paul David Tripp and Timothy S. Lane. The third part of the series is the book Relationships: 
A Mess Worth Making and the small group resource Change and Your Relationships both by Lane and Tripp. 

Each course is designed to give pastors, counselors, and ministry leaders a biblical, Christ-centered, and 
user-friendly tool to equip laypeople to grow in grace. The three courses together answer three fundamental 
questions: Why do people do the things they do? How does lasting change take place in a person? How can God 
use me in someone’s life to help them grow?

All three series are available on our website. Visit www.paultripp.com/store for your copy today.

Book
$10.25

DVD Seminar 
$69.99

Leader’s Guide
$17.99

Study Guide
$13.99

A Training Kit is also available for only $199.99 and includes
1 DVD Seminar, 1 Leader’s Guide, and 10 Study Guides


